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1. Introduction 

Teaching games for understanding (TGfU) and the game sense approach to coaching sports has 

become a regular topic of sports coaches in recent years. In a study on football (soccer), volleyball and 

basketball it was identified that football coaches can spend over 90% of their training sessions in game-

based activities (Barkell & O’Connor 2013). Sports such as football and basketball are games that tend 

to be continuous with few stoppages in play. Restarts in these sports are generally fast and efficient 

involving little additional technical knowledge. Alternatively, one of the most prized aspects to Rugby 

Union, is the set piece restart following an error such as a knock on or when the ball goes into touch. 

Lineouts for example have been shown to be statistically significant in match outcomes in multiple 

studies on rugby key performance indicators (Bishop & Barnes, 2013; Hughes et al. 2017; Mosey & 

Mitchell, 2020).  

Rugby comprises of a series of competitive restart situations known as set piece, which require a large 

portion of time and practice to successfully execute in match situations. Restarts can come in the form 

of scrums, lineouts and a range of drop kick scenarios. In the case of scrum and lineout, once successful 

completion of the restart is completed by the forward pack, often a starter play or set piece move 

follows by the backline.  

2. The problem 

Traditionally, scrum, lineout and starter plays have been practised in isolation in what rugby coaches 

tend to refer to as unit practice. In these situations, teams split into forwards and the backs and 

practice these set piece actions, often in isolation. An example of a forwards unit training session in 

an amateur club environment may comprise of 20 minutes of lineouts, or 20 minutes of scrums whilst 

the backline may spend 20 minutes on starter moves or counter attacking options. From a coaching 

perspective, these sessions can be fairly static and lack the dynamic nature of a match. For example, 

following a backline starter play the unit may have a short discussion followed by another attempt at 

the same or a different play from a stable starting position. A forward pack may perform a lineout 

where the lifting pod and jumpers are involved followed by a similar length discussion before 

completing another lineout aiming to correct the previous errors. These can be done either opposed 

or unopposed however the tendency is to perform the first half of the unit session unopposed 

followed by an opposed block where each team gets five attempts in attack followed by five in 

defence. The question this pose’s is how much does this form of training mirror a game? Can we, as 

coaches improve this area of our practice and can we do this by employing modified games, where 

the philosophy of the learning environment is to play with purpose.  

3. Deliberate practice and its effect on learning 

The role of deliberate practice is to improve an athlete’s ability in a set task or discipline so that the 

athlete’s efforts when put to a test are often better than those if he or she had not practised (Schmidt, 

2004). The deliberate practice session can be altered to enhance the acquisition phase of learning. 

This purposeful adjustment to practise scheduling is termed contextual interference. Contextual 

interference is commonly categorised into three separate paradigms. (i) Blocked practice - comprises 



of repeating one skill a number times and utilises low contextual interference. (ii) Serial practice -

involves practising a series of skills in a regular circulating order and employs a moderate amount of 

contextual interference. (iii) Random practice - entails performing a set of skills in no particular order. 

Random practice possesses the highest amount of change and therefore the highest amount of 

contextual interference (Porter & Magill, 2010). 

Practice can also be categorised into either constant practice or variable practice, with a line of 

continuum from one to the other (Williams & Hodges, 2005). Constant practice involves few changes 

and utilises single skills. Variable practice, however, is constantly changing or on the move is more 

likely to involve modified games and even match play.  

The figure below, illustrates how the level of variability and contextual interference can be adjusted 

accordingly (Williams & Hodges, 2005). The directional arrow in pointing to the bottom left-hand 

corner represents practices that would be welcome for the novice learners whilst the arrow pointing 

to the top right hand side points to where much research dictates that the highest level of skill learning 

is present. 

 

In the top right-hand quadrant, there is a high level of contextual interference as well as strong 

variability, which research suggests causes the learner to amend their thought processing ability from 

one skill to another without rest, creating a faster thought processing ability (Williams and Hodges, 

2005; Ford et al., 2010). Practice that offers a high level of contextual interference with highly variable 

practice is referred to as “decision training”. 

4. The role of Games in Skill Acquisition 

Games tend to offer the most amount of variability and generally contain higher levels of contextual 

interference than closed drills. Training with games promotes decision making and creativity in 

training whilst, higher levels of contextual interference and variability promote athlete learning and 

skill retention (Light & Curry, 2021). A games-based approach to training can be highly adaptable to 

invasion sports such as football, basketball and AFL, however due to the technical nature of the set 

piece in rugby, as well as the danger of injury from poor technique if not taught correctly, this form of 

pedagogy is rarely used in this setting. Therefore, could our rugby athletes be coached more efficiently 

or productively in the areas of set piece using a games-based approach? 



4. The Solution 

By no means is this a must do for coaches, however these are ideas to promote decision making, 

creativity and increase skill retention through games in set piece training. Another factor to consider 

is that these games provide a risk versus reward environment that will provide athletes with an 

element of pressure, similar to an actual game. 

It is important to remember that closed and explicit, direct instructional coaching still has a very large 

part to play in the coaching of set piece due to the technical nature and the risk of injury. For example, 

it would be dangerous to coach the scrum using just the game-based model. The binds and body 

positions in the scrum does require technical proficiency and learning to maintain safe body positions. 

However, once the technical aspects are understood then as coaches, we can start to become more 

adventurous around coaching this aspect of the game using games. 

a) Lineout  

The lineout has some very technical aspects to it – the lift and the jump need to be technically 

proficient. To execute this skill correctly and keep the jumper safe throughout the lift, time needs to 

be spent explicitly teaching the correct skill components. Once these components are correct the 

athletes must learn a variety of calls and patterns in the lineout. Following this learning, I would 

encourage coaches to continue coaching lineouts using a game sense approach.  

One such game I have devised is Lineout Rugby. This game can be played in a variety of spaces however 

for this explanation I will use one 22m to the other 22m zone on the field. Between these two zones 

a cone is placed every metre along the sideline (again this can vary depending on the setting). Two 

opposing lineouts will compete to score tries and win the game. The rules are as follows: for every 

lineout win at the front or No.2 the lineout can move two cones towards the try line, for every lineout 

win in the middle No.3 or No.4 the lineout can move 3 or 4 cones forward respectively, and towards 

the back where the risk is greater the more cones the team can move forward upon successful 

completion. A maul can be set on any lineout – and the following lineout would take place wherever 

the maul was able to move to on the field. If the maul becomes unplayable the opposing team wins 

possession. To score a try teams must complete a maul off a lineout and successfully move the maul 

over the tryline to score. If the lineout is disrupted or lost, the opposing team gains possession and 

they then start working toward the opposing 22m line to score. There are no set number of lineouts 

each team has to score. There should be minimal time between each lineout to keep the game moving 

and to keep players thinking on the run and developing skills under some fatigue.  

In this game the players are required to develop timing, communication and cohesion as they would 

in a normal unopposed or opposed session – in some cases they are required to develop it quicker and 

come up with their own solutions if they are continually getting the timing wrong. This provides 

implicit learning where the coach can let the players devise their own solutions to the problem. The 

game provides challenges, in terms of being proficient in all aspects of the lineout, they cannot just be 

great at the front to be successful, they need to be proficient at mauling to score, and defending the 

maul to prevent the opposition from scoring. Tactically athletes need to assess which lineouts to use 

and where to use them – is it safe to throw to 6 on their own goal line? If they get it right, they move 

forward 6 spaces, but the chances of getting it wrong compared to a front ball may be much greater. 

In these scenarios athletes are developing tactical awareness and managing risk versus reward. There 

is also the competitive nature that is being developed more so that traditional opposed training. 

Having a scoring system develops that competitive nature that we want our players to have due to 

the combative and competitive nature of the game.  



b) Scrum 

Scrums require even more technical proficiency than lineouts to keep players safe and also to develop 

strong scrummagers. It is also important to consider the physiological fatigue a scrum can have on 

front row players as well. Therefore, I would not advise performing 8 on 8 scrums for a lengthy period 

of time and would encourage 8 on 8 scrums to be intermittent as they tend to be in a game. This 

allows some recovery between scrums.   

Two variations I would consider are: 

(a) providing live scrums during an opposed team run rather than leaning against each other. Again, 

this provides a live setting in varying spaces on the field, are they in a position to utilise a backrow 

move? Does the team want to get a right-hand wheel to keep the opposition away from the ball? Do 

they want to perform a second shove or win the penalty? Performing live scrums in opposed team 

runs will be beneficial because players have to focus on each scrum as it happens then adapt to their 

running lines and next role on the field straight after the scrum as opposed to multiple scrums in a 

row or multiple scrums on a machine where game context is missing. Research continually illustrates 

that athlete retention in blocked practice (i.e. continual scrums without game context) is greater in 

the moment but shorter in the long term than randomised practice (i.e. scrum followed by 2-3 minutes 

of opposed rugby, then scrum again) where players have to focus on a task such as a scrum then move 

onto different aspects of the game before coming back to the scrum task again later. This form of 

training develops the cognitive mind of the athlete more so than other forms of training as it involves 

decision making skills, higher levels of concentration, and the ability to refocus on a previously learned 

task. During random practice athletes’ approach one skill with a plan, this plan is soon forgotten as it 

does not fit the preceding task, once the athlete returns to the original skill they will need to reinvest 

in forming the plan again. This is constantly reinforcing learning of the skill and formulating a plan to 

apply the skill in practice. (Porter et al., 2010).  

(b) there are many teams where performing live opposed 8v8 scrums in an opposed team run is not 

possible due to player numbers and squad depth etc. An alternative would be a game I have named 

scrum kings/queens. Setting markers along a field have players pair up against each other in 1’s or 2’s 

etc. The marker at the top of the field is where the king/queen is. The coach calls crouch, bind, set to 

develop player engagement timing, once engaged the players hold their shape until the coach blows 

the whistle. Once the whistle is blown the competing players fight to keep their shape and win the 

space directly in front. Following a second blast of the whistle the players stop pushing and the winning 

player/s are promoted up one space towards the king/queen. Any player losing to the king or queen 

returns to the dunce or bottom of the pack. This has the same idea as handball in a school playground. 

Whilst this form of training is more blocked in nature – different body shapes will require different 

tactics, scrummaging against a tall lock for example would require different technique to scrummaging 

against the tight head prop or hooker. Players would constantly be required to think about their 

performance and implicitly error correct their own performance between each player on the grid. 

Many forwards coaches already practise these drills, but putting them into a game situation will 

develop more competition and competing against multiple players in one session will develop more 

tactical nous than competing against the same similarly sized person for a 5-10 minute period.  

c) Backline starters 

Backline starters are traditionally trained like lineouts and scrums, initially unopposed for part of the 

session followed by a series of 5 attack and defence situations each. Again, backs units could learn 

their running lines and starter options explicitly through direct instruction initially. Once they have 



learnt these aspects, they could start to implement them into games with outcomes for successful 

completion and consequences for poor execution. They could adjust aspects on the run such as 

spacing depending on how the opposition defence is standing promoting implicit learning within the 

unit. One such game I devised that provides this is “hybrid rugby”. The attacking team starts on their 

own goal line and is given 4 starter plays to reach the halfway point of the field. Wherever the previous 

starter play is halted, is where the next one starts from. So, for example if we started from a central 

point on the field and the stoppage was on the left 15m line – that is where the next play would start. 

If they turn the ball over from a mistake the opposing team gains possession and plays from wherever 

the possession was gained. If they make it to the halfway line, they immediately start playing either 

ruck touch or offload touch (or any variation depending on coaching needs) in the attacking half of the 

field. This game provides opportunities to use starter plays effectively with a goal in mind of reaching 

a set point, there are consequences for errors and rewards for successful completion. There is also 

the combination of structured and unstructured play in both attack and defence which mirrors more 

closely the game conditions for back lines. The variation in starting positions also takes away the idea 

of practising certain moves continuously until they are preformed correctly – something which you do 

not have the luxury of in the game.  

5. Conclusion 

These are just some examples of how to implement games into set piece coaching. Again, it must be 

stressed that initially, set piece play often requires explicit direct instruction from the coach for both 

safety reasons and for technical proficiency. However, as skill acquisition and learning research 

suggests, once the safety and technical aspects are met, continued learning is best performed through 

randomised and variable environments (Porter & Magill, 2010). The similarities between game related 

skill practices which closely resemble the athlete’s final performance task are more likely to produce 

better transfer and retention and therefore better performance than constant unchanging practice 

such as drills (Williams & Hodges, 2005). Using a game-based approach can provide both 

randomisation and variation in most cases and games provide opportunities for athletes to problem 

solve, enhance creativity and learn implicitly both individually and as a unit of players (Light & Curry, 

2021; Pill, 2021). Constraints can be added to increase difficulty or provide athletes with incentives to 

try new ideas. These ideas I have provided are just ideas and can be used or changed to assist with the 

purpose of your coaching. In a game such as Rugby where every aspect of the game is a competition, 

a thorough method to prepare athletes is by putting them into competitive situation. 
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